Xperi Announces DJI Osmo Pocket Camera Gimbal to Feature FotoNation Technology
November 29, 2018
DJI integration expands FotoNation portrait enhancement technology into new product category
SAN JOSE, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Nov. 29, 2018-- Xperi Corporation (Nasdaq: XPER) (“Xperi”) is pleased to announce that an advanced portrait
enhancement technology created by its wholly owned subsidiary, FotoNation, will be featured in the DJI Osmo Pocket camera gimbal, available
worldwide on November 28, 2018. FotoNation’s solution, together with DJI, the world’s leader in civilian drones and aerial imaging technology, will
usher in a new generation of handheld camera stabilization systems.
The DJI Osmo Pocket brings to market the most refined portrait enhancement technology to be deployed on handheld and desktop devices. The
easy-to-use retouching capabilities will enable users to create studio-quality portraits with the touch of a button.
“We always enjoy working with like-minded brands such as DJI to continuously search for innovation and differentiation,” said Christopher Lang,
general manager of Xperi China. “With this cooperation, we are equipped to explore new and unique uses for FotoNation’s portrait enhancement
technology.”
FotoNation’s feature-rich portrait enhancement technology brings selfies to life by enabling the capture and retention of realistic skin textures, as well
as consistent preview and capture, to ensure a seamless editing process.
“We are excited to work with Xperi to bring to market the first handheld camera gimbal with a portrait enhancement feature,” said Paul Pan, senior
product manager at DJI. “FotoNation’s technology is amazing, and we are eager to see what our customers think of the product.”
FotoNation is a global leader in providing computational imaging, computer vision and facial analytics solutions. Its technologies have enhanced the
digital imaging capabilities in more than 3.3 billion devices. FotoNation offers scalable software and hardware solutions in a flexible architecture to
ensure its customers can build intelligent imaging capabilities into their devices. These capabilities enable devices to combine low-power, high
performance and state-of-the-art functionality that deliver outstanding user experiences. For more information, please visit www.fotonation.com.
About Xperi Corporation
Xperi Corporation (Nasdaq: XPER) and its brands, DTS, FotoNation, HD Radio, Invensas and Tessera, are dedicated to creating innovative
technology solutions that enable extraordinary experiences for people around the world. Xperi’s solutions are licensed by hundreds of leading global
partners and have shipped in billions of products in areas including premium audio, automotive, broadcast, computational imaging, computer
vision, mobile computing and communications, memory, data storage, and 3D semiconductor interconnect and packaging. For more information,
please call 408-321-6000 or visit www.xperi.com.
About DJI
DJI, the world’s leader in civilian drones and aerial imaging technology, was founded and is run by people with a passion for remote-controlled
helicopters and experts in flight-control technology and camera stabilization. The company is dedicated to making aerial photography and filmmaking
equipment and platforms more accessible, reliable and easier to use for creators and innovators around the world. DJI’s global operations currently
span across the Americas, Europe and Asia, and its revolutionary products and solutions have been chosen by customers in over 100 countries for
applications in filmmaking, construction, inspection, emergency response, agriculture, conservation and other industries.
For more information, visit our:
Website: www.dji.com
Online Store: store.dji.com/
Facebook: www.facebook.com/DJI
Instagram: www.instagram.com/DJIGlobal
Twitter: www.twitter.com/DJIGlobal
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/dji
Subscribe to our YouTube Channel: www.youtube.com/DJI
Xperi and its respective logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of affiliated companies of Xperi Corporation in the United States and other
countries. All other company, brand and product names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.
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